In 1971, when Bangladesh won independence from Pakistan, the two countries embarked on a kind of unintentional demographic experiment. The separation had produced two very similar populations: both contained some 66 million people and both were growing at about 3 percent a year. Both were overwhelmingly poor, rural, and Muslim. Both populations had similar views on the “ideal” family size (around four children); in both cases, that ideal was roughly two children smaller than the actual average family. And in keeping with the Islamic tendency to encourage large families, both generally disapproved of family planning.

But there was one critical difference. The Pakistani government, distracted by leadership crises and committed to conventional ideals of economic growth, wavered over the importance of family planning. The Bangladeshi government did not: as early as 1976, population growth had been declared the country’s number one problem, and a national network was established to educate people about family planning and supply them with contraceptives. As a result, the proportion of couples using contraceptives rose from around 6 percent in 1976 to about 50 percent today, and fertility rates have dropped from well over six children per woman to just over three. Today, some 120 million people live in Bangladesh, while 140 million live in Pakistan—a difference of 20 million.

Bangladesh still faces enormous population pressures—by 2050, its population will probably have increased by nearly 100 million. But even so, that 20 million person “savings” is a colossal achievement, especially given local conditions. Bangladeshi officials had no hope of producing the classic “demographic transition,” in which improvements in education, health care, and general living standards tend to push down the birth rate. Bangladesh was—and is—one of the poorest and most densely populated countries on earth. About the size of England and Wales, Bangladesh has twice as many people. Its per capita GDP is barely over $200. It has one doctor for every 12,500 people and nearly three-quarters of its adult population are illiterate. The national diet would be considered inadequate in any industrial country, and even at current levels of population growth, Bangladesh may be forced to rely increasingly on food imports.

All of these burdens would be substantially heavier than they already are, had it not been for the family planning program. To appreciate the Bangladeshi achievement, it’s only necessary to look at Pakistan: those “additional” 20 million Pakistanis require at least 2.5 million more houses, about 4 million more...
tions of grain each year, millions more jobs, and signi-nificantly greater investments in health care—or a significantly greater burden of disease. Of the two nations, Pakistan has the more robust economy—it is, per capita GDP is twice that of Bangladesh. But the Pakistani economy is still primarily agricultural, and the size of the average farm is shrinking, in part because of the expanding population. Already, one fourth of the country’s farms are under 1 hectare, the standard minimum size for economic viability, and Pakistan is looking increasingly towards the interna-tional grain markets to feed its people. In 1997, despite its third consecutive year of near-record har-vests, Pakistan attempted to double its wheat imports but was not able to do so because it had exhausted its line of credit.

And Pakistan’s extra burden will be compounded in the next generation. Pakistani women still bear an average of well over five children, so at the current birth rate, the 10 million or so extra couples would produce at least 50 million children. And these in turn could bear nearly 125 million children of their own. At its current fertility rate, Pakistan’s popula-tion will double in just 24 years—that’s more than twice as fast as Bangladesh’s population is growing. H.E. Syeda Abida Hussain, Pakistan’s Minister of Population Welfare, explains the problem bluntly: “If we achieve success in lowering our population growth substantially, Pakistan has a future. But if, God forbid, we should not—no future.”

The Three Dimensions of the Population Explosion

Some version of Mrs. Abida’s statement might apply to the world as a whole. About 5.9 billion people currently inhabit the Earth. By the middle of the next century, according to U.N. projections, the population will probably reach 9.4 billion—and all of the net increase is likely to occur in the developing world. (The total population of the industrial countries is expected to decline slightly over the next 50 years.) Nearly 60 percent of the increase will occur in Asia, which will grow from 3.4 billion people in 1995 to more than 5.4 billion in 2050. China’s population will swell from 1.2 billion to 1.5 billion, while India’s is projected to soar from 930 million to 1.53 billion. In the Middle East and North Africa, the population will probably more than double, and in sub-Saharan Africa, it will triple. By 2050, Nigeria alone is expected to have 339 million people—more than the entire continent of Africa had 35 years ago.

Despite the different demographic projections, no country will be immune to the effects of popula-tion growth. Of course, the countries with the high-est growth rates are likely to feel the greatest immediate burdens—on their educational and public health systems, for instance, and on their forests, soils, and water as the struggle to grow more food intensifies. Already some 100 countries must rely on imports to some degree, and 1.3 billion of the world’s people are living on the equivalent of $1 a day or less. But the effects will ripple out from these “front-line” countries to encompass the world as a whole. Take the water predicament in the Middle East as an example. According to Tony Allan, a water expert at the University of London, the Middle East “ran out of water” in 1972, when its population stood at 122 million. At that point, Allan argues, the region had begun to draw more water out of its aquifers and rivers than the rains were replenishing. Yet today, the region’s population is twice what it was in 1972 and still growing. To some degree, water management now determines political destiny. In Egypt, for example, President Hosni Mubarak has announced a $2 billion diversion project designed to pump water from the Nile River into an area that is now desert. The project—Mubarak calls it a “necessity imposed by population”—is designed to resettle some 3 million people outside the Nile flood plain, which is home to more than 90 percent of the country’s population.

Elsewhere in the region, water demands are exacer-bating international tensions; Jordan, Israel, and Syria, for instance, engage in uneasy competition for the waters of the Jordan River basin. Jordan’s King Hussein once said that water was the only issue that could lead him to declare war on Israel. Of course, the United States and the western European coun-tries are deeply involved in the region’s antagonisms and have invested heavily in its fragile states. The western nations have no realistic hope of escaping involvement in future conflicts.

Yet the future need not be so grim. The experiences of countries like Bangladesh suggest that it is possible to build population policies that are a match for the threat. The first step is to understand the causes of population growth. John Bongaarts, vice president of the Population Council, a non-profit research group in New York City, has identified three basic factors. (See figure on the next page.)

Unmet demand for family planning. In the develop-ing world, at least 120 million married women—and a large but underdefined number of unmarried women—want more control over their pregnancies, but cannot get family planning services. This unmet demand will cause about one-third of the projected population growth in developing countries over the next 50 years, or an increase of about 1.2 billion people.

Desire for large families. Another 20 percent of the projected growth over the next 50 years, or an increase of about 660 million people, will be caused by couples who may have access to family planning services, but who choose to have more than two children. (Roughly two children per family is the “replacement rate,” at which a population could be expected to stabilize over the long term.)

Population momentum. By far the largest compo-nent of population growth is the least commonly understood. Nearly one-half of the increase projected for the next 50 years will occur simply because the next reproductive generation—the group of people currently entering puberty or younger—is so much larger than the current reproductive generation. Over the next 25 years, some 3 billion people—a number equal to the entire world population in 1960—will enter their reproductive years, but only about 1.8 bil-lion will leave that phase of life. Assuming that the couples in this reproductive bulge begin to have chil-dren at a fairly early age, which is the global norm, the global population would still expand by 1.7 bil-lion, even if all of those couples had only two children—the longterm replacement rate.

Meeting the Demand

Over the past three decades, the global percent-age of couples using some form of family planning has increased dramatically—from less than 10 to more than 50 percent. But due to the growing popula-tion, the absolute number of women not using family planning is greater today than it was 30 years ago. Many of these women fall into that first catego-ry above—they want the services but for one reason or another, they cannot get them.

Sometimes the obstacle is a matter of policy: many governments ban or restrict valuable methods of contraception. In Japan, for instance, regulations discourage the use of birth control pills in favor of condoms, as a public health measure against sexually transmitted diseases. A study conducted in 1989 found that some 60 countries required a husband’s permission before a woman can be sterilized; several required a husband’s consent for all forms of birth control.

Elsewhere, the problems may be more logistical than legal. Many developing countries lack clinics and pharmacies in rural areas. In some rural areas of sub-Saharan Africa, it takes an average of two hours to reach the nearest contraceptive provider. And often contraceptives are too expensive for most peo-ple. Sometimes the products or services are of such poor quality that they are not simply ineffective, but dangerous. A woman who has been injured by a badly made or poorly inserted IUD may well be put off by contraception entirely.

In many countries, the best methods are simply unavailable. Sterilization is often the only available nontraditional option, or the only one that has gained wide acceptance. Globally, the procedure accounts for about 40 percent of contraceptive use and in some countries the fraction is much higher: in the Dominican Republic and India, for example, it stands at 69 percent. But women don’t generally resort to sterilization until well into their childbear-ing years, and in some countries, the procedure isn’t permitted until a woman reaches a certain age or bears a certain number of children. Sterilization is therefore no substitute for effective temporary meth-ods like condoms, the pill, or IUDs.

There are many obstacles in the home as well. Women may be prevented from seeking family plan-ning services by disapproving husbands or in-laws. In Pakistan, for instance, regulations discourage the use of contraception. In Syria, for instance, regulations discourage the use of contraceptives. In Bangladesh, for instance,
contraception was never explicitly illegal, but many households follow the Muslim custom of *purdah*, which largely secludes women in the communities. Since it’s very difficult for such women to get to family planning clinics, the government brought family planning to them: some 30,000 female field workers go door-to-door to explain contraceptive methods and distribute supplies. Several other countries have adopted Bangladesh’s approach. Ghana, for instance, has a similar system, in which field workers fan out from community centers. And even Pakistan now deploys 12,000 village-based workers, in an attempt to reform its family planning program, which still reaches only a quarter of the population.

Reducing the price of contraceptives can also trigger a substantial increase in use. In poor countries, contraceptives can be an extremely price-sensitive commodity even when they are very cheap. Bangladesh found this out the hard way in 1990, when official increased contraceptive prices an average of 60 percent. (Under the increases, for example, the cheapest condoms cost about $1.25 U.S. cents per dozen.) Despite regular annual sales increases up to that point, the market slumped immediately: in 1991, condom sales fell by 29 percent and sales of the pill by 12 percent. The next year, prices were rolled back; sales rebounded and have grown steadily since then.

Additional research and development can help broaden the range of contraceptive options. Not all methods work for all couples, and the lack of a suitable method may make contraceptive use unattractive. Enlarging the choices not only gives users greater freedom, but also makes it more likely that they will use a method that is most effective for them. The most important factor in population growth is the hardest to counter—and to understand. Population momentum can be easy to overlook because it isn’t directly captured in official statistics. When the birth rate is 30 per 1,000, so what? But when looked at in the context of the population size, the momentum is vast: The population would still grow by 80 million by 2050 simply because of the sheer number of women coming into their child-bearing years.

The effects of momentum can be seen readily in a country like Bangladesh, where more than 42 percent of the population is under 15 years old—a typical proportion for most countries. In Bangladesh, for instance, 97 percent of the population is Muslim, a recent survey of married women found that almost 60 percent of them believed that the number of children they have is “up to God.” Preference for sons is another widespread factor in the big family psychology: many large families have come about from a perceived need to bear at least one son. In India, for instance, many Hindus believe that they need a son to perform their last rites, or their souls will not be released from the cycle of births and rebirths. Lack of a son can mean abandonment in this life too. Many husbands desert wives who do not bear sons. Or if a husband dies, a son is often the key to a woman’s security: 60 percent of Indian women over 60 are widows, and widows tend to rely on their sons for support. In some cases, a widow has no other option since social mores forbid her from returning to her birth village or joining a daughter’s family. Understandably, the fear of abandonment prompts many Indian women to continue having children until they have a son. It is estimated that if son preference were eliminated in India, the fertility rate would decline by 8 percent from its current level of 3.5 children per woman.

Yet even deeply rooted beliefs are subject to reinterpretation. In Iran, another Muslim society, fertility rates have dropped from seven children per family to just over four in less than three decades. The trend is due in some measure to a change of heart among the government’s religious authorities, who had become increasingly concerned about the likely effects of a population that was growing at more than 3 percent per year. In 1994, at the International Conference on Population and Development (ICPD) held in Cairo, the Iranian delegation released a "National Report on Population" which argued that according to the "quotations from prophet Mohammad [sic] and verses of [the] holy Quran, what is standing at the top priority for the Muslims’ community is the social welfare of Muslims." Family planning, therefore, "not only is not prohibited but is emphasized by religion."

Promotional campaigns can also change people’s assumptions and behavior, if the campaigns fit into the local social context. Perhaps the most successful effort of this kind is in Thailand, where Mechai Viravudhaya, the founder of the Thai Population and Community Development Association, started a program that uses witty songs, demonstrations, and ads to encourage the use of contraceptives. The program has helped foster widespread awareness of family planning throughout Thai society. Teachers use population-related examples in their math classes; cab drivers even pass out condoms. Such efforts have paid off: in less than three decades, contraceptive use among married couples has risen from 8 to 75 percent and population growth has slowed from over 3 percent to about 1 percent—the same rate as in the United States.

Better media coverage may be another option. In Bangladesh, a recent study found that while local journalists recognize the importance of family planning, they do not understand population issues well enough to cover them effectively and objectively. The study, a collaboration between the University Research Corporation of Bangladesh and Johns Hopkins University in the United States, recommended five ways to improve coverage: develop easy-to-use information for journalists (press releases, wall charts, research summaries), offer training and workshops, present awards for population journalism, create a forum for communication between journalists and family planning professionals, and establish a population resource center or data bank.

Often, however, the demand for large families is so tightly linked to social conditions that the conditions themselves must be viewed as part of the problem. Of course, those conditions vary greatly from one society to the next, but there are some common points of leverage: Reducing child mortality helps give parents more confidence in the future of their children. Among the most effective ways of reducing mortality are child immunization programs, and the promotion of “birth spacing”—lengthening the time between births. (Children born less than a year and a half apart are twice as likely to die as those born two or more years apart.) Improving the economic situation of women provides them with alternatives to child-bearing. In some countries, officials could reconsider policies or customs that limit women’s job opportunities or other economic rights, such as the right to inherit property. Encouraging “micro-lenders” such as Bangladesh’s Grameen Bank can also be an effective tactic. In Bangladesh, the Bank has made loans to well over a million villagers—mostly impoverished women—to help them start or expand small businesses.

Improving education tends to delay the average age of marriage and to further the two goals just mentioned. Compulsory school attendance for children undercuts the economic incentive for larger families by reducing the opportunities for child labor. And in just about every society, higher levels of education correlate strongly with smaller families.
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One way to delay childbearing is to postpone the age of marriage. In Bangladesh, for instance, the median age of first marriage among women rose from 14.4 in 1951 to 18 in 1989, and the age at first birth followed suit. Simply raising the legal age of marriage may be a useful tactic in countries that permit marriage among the very young. Educational improvements, as already mentioned, tend to do the same thing. A survey of 23 developing countries found that the median age of marriage for women with secondary education exceeded that of women with no formal education by four years.

Another fundamental strategy for encouraging later childbirth is to help women break out of the “sterilization syndrome” by providing and promoting high-quality, effective contraceptive choices. Sterilization might appear to be the ideal form of contraception because it’s permanent. But precisely because it is permanent, women considering sterilization tend to have their children early, and then resort to abortion. A family planning program that relies heavily on sterilization may therefore be working at cross purposes with itself: when offered as a primary form of contraception, sterilization tends to promote early childbirth.

What Happened to the Cairo Pledges?

At the 1994 Cairo Conference, some 180 nations agreed on a 20-year reproductive health package to slow population growth. The agreement called for a progressive rise in annual funding over the life of the package; according to U.N. estimates, the annual price tag would come to about $17 billion by 2000 and $21.7 billion by 2015. Developing countries agreed to pay for two thirds of the program, while the developed countries were to pay for the rest. On a global scale, the package was fairly modest: the annual funding amounts to less than two weeks’ worth of global military expenditures.

Today, developing country spending is largely on track with the Cairo agreement, but the developed countries are not keeping their part of the bargain. According to a recent study by the U.N. Population Fund (UNFPA), all forms of developed country assistance (direct foreign aid, loans from multilateral agencies, foundation grants, and so on) amounted to only $2.5 billion in 1995. That was a 24 percent increase over the previous year, but preliminary estimates indicate that support declined some 18 percent in 1996 and last year’s funding levels were probably even lower than that.

The United States, the largest international donor to population programs, is not only failing to meet its Cairo commitments, but is toying with a policy that would undermine them. According to the UNFPA study, the annual funding increase has dropped from a high of 87 million in 1988 to 80 million today. But dismissing the problem with that statistic is like comforting someone stuck on a railway crossing with the news that an oncoming train has slowed from 87 to 80 kilometers an hour, while its weight has increased. It will now take 12.5 years instead of 11.5 years to add the next billion people to the world. But that billion will surely arrive—and so will at least one more billion. Will still more billions follow? That, in large measure, depends on what policymakers do now. Funding alone will not ensure that population stabilizes, but lack of funding will ensure that it does not.

The Next Doubling

In the wake of the Cairo conference, most population programs are broadening their focus to include improvements in education, women’s health, and women’s social status among their many goals. These goals are worthy in their own right and they will ultimately be necessary for bringing population under control. But global population growth has gathered so much momentum that it could simply overwhelm a development agenda. Many countries now have little choice but to tackle their population problem in as direct a fashion as possible—even if that means temporarily ignoring other social problems. Population growth is now a global social emergency. Even as officials in both developed and developing countries open up their program agendas, it is critical that they not neglect their single most effective tool for dealing with that emergency: direct expenditures on family planning.

The funding that is likely to be the most useful will be constant, rather than sporadic. A fluctuating level of commitment, like sporadic condom use, can end up missing its objective entirely. And wherever it’s feasible, funding should be designed to develop self-sufficiency—as, for instance, with UNFPA’s $1 million grant to Cuba, to build a factory for making birth control pills. The factory, which has the capacity to turn out 500 million tablets annually, might eventually even provide the country with a new export product. Self-sufficiency is likely to grow increasingly important as the fertility rate continues to decline. As Tom Merrick, senior population advisor at the World Bank explains, “while the need for contraceptives will not go away when the total fertility rate reaches two—the donors will.”

Even in narrow, conventional economic terms, family planning offers one of the best development investments available. A study in Bangladesh showed that for each birth prevented, the government spends $62 and saves $615 on social services expenditures—nearly a tenfold return. The study estimated that the Bangladesh program prevents 890,000 births a year, for a net annual savings of $547 million. And that figure does not include savings resulting from lessened pressure on natural resources.

Over the past 40 years, the world’s population has doubled. At some point in the latter half of the next century, today’s population of 5.9 billion could double again. But because of the size of the next reproductive generation, we probably have only a relatively few years to stop that doubling. To prevent all of the damage—ecological, economic, and social—that the next doubling is likely to cause, we must begin planning the global family with the same kind of urgency that we bring to matters of trade, say, or military security. Whether we realize it or not, our attempts to stabilize population—or our failure to act—will likely have consequences that far outweigh the implications of the military or commercial crisis of the moment. Slowing population growth is one of the greatest gifts we can offer future generations.